Wisdom of the Discourses
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Across
3. This Greek Jew was permanently influenced by his discussion
of truth and faith with Jesus one evening
6. Do you not realize that the hope of a better_____ is bound
up in the progress and enlightenment of the individual?
9. Every morally conscious mortal _____ of the existence of his
soul
11. Victory is achieved in the overcoming of evil with the potent
_____ of good
12. "You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you ____"
13. Faith acts to release the superhuman activities of the divine
_____
14. He who rules his own self is greater than he who captures
one of these centers of society
17. "Verily, verily, I say to you, before Abraham was, _/__." (2
wds)
18. A loving father does not frighten his children into yielding
obedience to his ____ requirements
20. The divine kind of this is outgoing in all its satisfactionseeking
21. Salvation is by the regeneration of the spirit and not by the
self-righteous deeds of the _____
23. The human ____ does not well stand the conflict of double
allegiance
25. Are you becoming increasingly artistic in your technique of
leading ______ souls into the spiritual kingdom?
26. Two of these rare and charming gifts are tolerance and this,
its partner
27. Do not become discouraged by the discovery that you are
_____ - alas, we all are...
28. Already does the spirit of the Father in heaven indwell ___
29. The concealed ____ of the human soul is an immortal spirit
33. When you enter the heavenly kingdom, you will be baptized
with the Holy ______
36. That part of man which represents the potential survival
value of human experience
39. "Make not the mistake of estimating the soul's _____ by the
imperfections of the mind or by the appetites of the body"
40. Except a man be ____ of the spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God
41. "If any man ______, let him come to me and drink"

Down
1. Human life survives because it has a universe function, the
____ of finding God
2. It is the supreme adventure of all human existence—man
seeking ___, for himself and as himself, and finding him
3. You are destined to live a ______ and mean life if you learn
to love only those who love you
4. "The less of love in any creature's nature, the greater the
love ____"
5. This happy feeling is born of trust in the divine word
7. Human beings should cultivate a wide range of cultural
familiarity with ____ as it is lived on earth
8. "My Father is no respecter of persons; his love and his _____
are over all"
10. "Self-respect is always co-ordinate with the love and
_______ of one's fellows?
11. How easy for you to become self-deceived and thereby fall
into foolish _____!
15. The ability to entertain error or experience ____ will not be
fully lost for a loooong time
16. We proclaim a message of ____/____ (2 wds) which is
infectious in its transforming power
18. He was the perfect one to talk about the desirability of
possessing well-balanced characters
19. This cannot be defined with words, only by living
21. the price of entrance into the kingdom of heaven
22. Jesus said that this is the breath of the soul
24. This man was the sincere Cynic who asked Jesus about good
and evil
30. "Every day a true believer lives, he finds it ______ to do the
right thing."
31. Did not Jeremiah exhort you to make religion an affair of the
_____?
32. "He who follows me shall not walk in darkness but shall have
the _____ of life."
34. Moral _____ and spiritual energy are mighty forces
35. At any one time and among any one people there are to be
found this many distinct forms of religious devotion
37. The new ___ of the spirit endows you with the liberty of selfmastery
38. Jesus spoke at length about this suffering man in the Bible
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